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ABSTRACT
Investigating the role of chiral-induced spin selectivity in the generation of spin correlated radical pairs in a photoexcited donor–chiral
bridge–acceptor system is fundamental to exploit it in quantum technologies. This requires a minimal master equation description of
both charge separation and recombination through a chiral bridge. To achieve this without adding complexity and entering in the micro-
scopic origin of the phenomenon, we investigate the implications of spin-polarizing reaction operators to the master equation. The explicit
inclusion of coherent evolution yields non-trivial behaviors in the charge and spin dynamics of the system. Finally, we apply this master
equation to a setup comprising a molecular qubit attached to the donor–bridge–acceptor molecule, enabling qubit initialization, control, and
read-out. Promising results are found by simulating this sequence of operations assuming realistic parameters and achievable experimental
conditions.
Published under an exclusive license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0160149

I. INTRODUCTION
The study of photo-induced electron transfer (PET) through a

chiral bridge is recently receiving a growing amount of attention1–8

as an ideal, simple test-bed for understanding Chirality-Induced
Spin Selectivity (CISS). For instance, it has been shown that mag-
netic resonance techniques can be exploited to assess the spin wave
function after PET of a radical pair generated in donor–chiral
bridge–acceptor (D-χ-A) systems.9,10 The simplicity of this kind of
setup is due to the absence of metallic leads or substrates with large
spin–orbit coupling, which otherwise could play an important role
in spin selectivity detected via electron transport experiments.11–13

This simplification will allow us to focus only on the role of the chiral
bridge in the CISS effect both in the interpretation of experimental
data and as a guide for a microscopic theoretical modeling of the
phenomenon.

Moreover, a great interest toward spin-correlated radical pairs,
potentially linked by a chiral bridge, is coming from the field of
quantum technologies.8,14–22 In particular, a setup consisting of a
D-χ-A molecule linked to a spin qubit (D-χ-A-Q hereafter) has
been recently proposed as a promising architecture for quantum
computing, enabling high-temperature initialization and read-out
of a single spin by exploiting spin-selective electron transfer.8 The
high-temperature efficiency of the phenomenon is one of the impor-
tant advantages it offers for quantum computing applications. For
instance, the polarization of the transferred spin can be exploited for
initialization of Q even at high temperature, where the qubit spin is
completely unpolarized.

Another relevant issue that deserves investigation is the effect
of CISS in charge recombination6,7 through D-χ-A systems. Spin
selectivity is expected to work in both directions, facilitating back-
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ward transfer for the opposite spin orientation than forward transfer.
By linking spin to charge degrees of freedom, this property can be
exploited to activate a spin-to-charge conversion mechanism that
unfolds an even more promising quantum computing application,
i.e., the readout of single spin.8

To gain a deeper understanding of these processes and imple-
ment realistic simulations, here, we consider a master equation
describing spin-selective electron transfer reactions through suit-
able “Haberkorn” operators.23 These reaction operators are defined
as projectors on spin states with local spin polarization, expanding
on what proposed in Ref. 7. This phenomenological model does
not enter into the microscopic origin of the CISS effect and can,
therefore, accommodate different forms of the reaction operators,
according to developments in the fundamental understanding of
CISS that are currently being carried out.4,5,24

We simulate both forward and backward charge transfer pro-
cesses in the presence of spin-selectivity. Remarkably, we find
important effects arising from the interplay of the coherent spin
dynamics and incoherent charge dynamics involved in the reaction.
This allows us to highlight important consequences of introduc-
ing spin-polarizing reaction operators in Haberkorn equations and
to identify limiting factors and a proper hierarchy of interactions
to make these kinds of systems suitable for quantum computing
applications.

Finally, we use the spin-selective master equation to simu-
late an entire quantum computing workflow, from initialization to
gates and readout, following the proposal in Ref. 8. We show that
the high-temperature initialization of a molecular spin qubit, such
as a Cu2+ complex,25 coupled to the acceptor spin is possible via
a simple sequence of resonant microwave pulses, overcoming an
important drawback of molecular qubits.26 We also implemented
one-qubit gates with high fidelity in times much shorter than deco-
herence times typical of molecular systems.27–31 Finally, by inducing
backward transfer via an external tool such as an electric field, we
reproduce the steps needed to convert the spin information of the
qubit to charge information on the donor, effectively enabling high-
temperature readout of the quantum state of a single spin, a major
technological challenge.

II. MODEL SYSTEM AND KINETIC EQUATIONS
First, we need to set up master equations describing forward

and backward electron-transfer reactions in the presence of a chi-
ral bridge. For both reactions, we chose to adapt the conventional
Haberkorn equation of motion for the spin density matrix23,32–34

and to include CISS-induced spin selectivity in both electron transfer
(ET) and recombination through spin-polarizing reaction operators.
This was first done in Ref. 7 to model the dynamics of the radi-
cal pair in the context of electron paramagnetic resonance (trEPR)
detection. Here, we follow the same approach, but include besides
the charge-separated stage (CS)34,35 the initial photo-excited stage
(PE) and the charge-recombined stage (CR) in the kinetic equa-
tions, as shown schematically in Fig. 1. This labeling is based on the
sequence of the electron transfer events involved in the reactions.
PE labels the states in which one electron of the neutral donor is
promoted to the LUMO, CS labels the states with the former excited
electron transferred to the acceptor, and CR labels the neutral states
(of donor and acceptor) after charge recombination. This implicitly

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the three different charge transfer stages we
considered in our model. The two ellipsoids represent donor (D, blue shaded) and
acceptor (A, pink shaded), while red circles indicate the electrons. Spin–spin inter-
actions JPE and JCS are highlighted in the respective charge transfer stages. The
CR state is supposed to relax to its ground state, which can be photoexcited again.

assumes that different spin states on the donor are in one-to-one cor-
respondence with different charge distributions. Quantum states at
the three charge transfer stages are labeled as ∣σ⟩ϕ, where σ describes
the two-electron spin state and ϕ denotes the stages PE, CS, and
CR in the ET sequence in Fig. 1. We also assume properly orthog-
onalized spatial functions for the different involved spin states but
omit them for simplicity. Each of the three charge transfer stages is
described by a different spin density matrix, allowing us to intro-
duce specific coherent spin dynamics on each stage. The following
is the general form of the master equations, which describes charge
separation from PE to CS and charge recombination from CS to
CR by

ρ̇PE = −
i
h̵
[ĤPE, ρPE] −

kF

2
{P̂F , ρPE}, (1a)

ρ̇CS = −
i
h̵
[ĤCS, ρCS] + kFP̂FρPEP̂F −

kR

2
{P̂B, ρCS}, (1b)

ρ̇CR = −
i
h̵
[ĤCR, ρCR] + kRP̂BρCSP̂B, (1c)

where ρϕ = ∣σ⟩ϕ⟨σ∣ϕ.
We stress that, for the proposed quantum computing appli-

cations, we are only interested in whether the CS state persists or
charge recombination has occurred, independent of the spin state of
CR, which acts only as a sink in our simulations. This corresponds to
evaluating the charge on the donor, i.e., Tr ρCS. Hence, Eq. (1c) does
not need to be explicitly solved and we omit it hereafter.

Charge separation and recombination are described as fully
incoherent processes by the electron transfer rates kF and kR,
respectively.32–34 P̂F and P̂B are the reaction operators responsible of
spin selective charge transfer, whose specific form is introduced in
the next sections. Spin relaxation and dephasing could be incorpo-
rated in Eq. (1) by appropriate relaxation and dephasing operators;
however, we neglect them for simplicity and comment on this choice
below. Coherent spin dynamics are computed through the spin
Hamiltonians Ĥi of the corresponding charge transfer stages. In
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particular, Ĥi includes Zeeman and spin–spin interaction terms,
defined as

ĤPE = gDμBB ⋅ (S1 + S2) + S1 ⋅ JPE ⋅ S2, (2a)

ĤCS = gDμBB ⋅ S1 + gAμBB ⋅ S2 + S1 ⋅ JCS ⋅ S2, (2b)

where gD and gA are the g-factors for donor and acceptor,
respectively, assumed isotropic and equivalent in different charge
transfer stages, for sake of simplicity. The model can be easily
generalized to anisotropic and charge-state dependent g tensors.
Si = (Si,x, Si,y, Si,z) are the spin operators for the two electrons,
labeled as i = 1, 2. More specifically, in the CS stage, i = 1 repre-
sents the electron that does not undergo transfer and i = 2 represents
the moving electron. Spin–spin coupling tensors J i include both
isotropic exchange as well as dipolar interactions. Magnetic field B is
always considered parallel to the chiral axis, i.e., the line joining the
two sites.

In Secs. III and IV, we separately simulate charge separation
and recombination by numerically solving this set of equations. To
this aim, we will consider only a subset of Eqs. (1) at a time. This
allows us to more clearly address the implications of charge and spin
dynamics in the two separate reactions. This choice is made possi-
ble by the very different transfer rates usually characterizing charge
separation and recombination in this kind of system. In fact, typical
charge separation times are in the 100 ps-few ns range, while spon-
taneous recombination occurs on the μs and even longer time scales,
thus being completely ineffective in the forward process.36

III. CHARGE SEPARATION
Let us begin by considering the forward (charge separa-

tion) process in the presence of “perfect CISS effect,” leading to
100% polarization of the transferred electron in the radical pair.
Hence, we consider Eqs. (1a) and (1b), in which we suppose, with-
out loss of generality, that the CISS reaction operator is P̂F = P̂↑
= ∣↑↑⟩⟨↑↑∣ + ∣↓↑⟩⟨↓↑∣, thus selecting the ∣ ↑⟩ state of the transferred
spin. Therefore, Eq. (1) reads

ρ̇PE = −
i
h̵
[ĤPE, ρPE] −

kF

2
{P̂↑, ρPE}, (3a)

ρ̇CS = −
i
h̵
[ĤCS, ρCS] + kFP̂↑ρPEP̂↑, (3b)

where the spin Hamiltonians of the two stages induce a coher-
ent evolution through on-site exchange coupling JPE and dipolar
interaction JCS between the donor and acceptor.

In the simulations, we include reasonable values for all the para-
meters in the spin Hamiltonians, namely, a strong on-site isotropic
exchange coupling on the donor JPE = −1 eV, slightly different
g-factors gD = 2 − ε and gA = 2 + ε (ε = 0.001) and the dipolar cou-
pling JCS computed for a donor–acceptor distance d = 20 Å within
the point-dipole approximation. We assume fast photo-excited elec-
tron transfer kF = 5 ns−1, as occurs in spin-correlated radical pairs.36

The magnetic field (parallel to the chiral bridge) is B = 1.05 T, large
enough to ensure good spin state factorization in the CS stage,
an important requirement for quantum computing applications

FIG. 2. Left: populations of the ⟨Sz,tot⟩ = 0 spin states in the PE charge transfer
stage (top row) and in the CS charge transfer stage (bottom row) as function of
time. Here, ∣S⟩ = (∣↑↓⟩ − ∣↓↑⟩)/

√

2 and ∣T0⟩ = (∣↑↓⟩ + ∣↓↑⟩)/
√

2. Right: spin
polarization ⟨Sz,i⟩ computed on both sites (i = D, A) as a function of time. Solid
lines are computed with the realistic JPE = −1 eV, ultimately leading to complete
transfer of population from ρPE to ρCS. We also report results for the unrealistic
case of JPE = 0 (dashed lines) to exclude the coherent dynamics in PE states
from the simulations, thus highlighting its effect on the charge transfer process in
the presence of a spin-selective reaction operator.

(see Sec. V). The results of our simulations are shown in Fig. 2, where
populations of ⟨Sz⟩ = ⟨Sz,1 + Sz,2⟩ = 0 spin states and local spin polar-
ization ⟨Sz,i⟩ on both sites are reported as a function of time, up to
2 ns. The system was initialized in a photo-excited singlet spin state
∣S⟩ = (∣↑↓⟩ − ∣↓↑⟩)/

√
2, i.e., ρPE(0) = ∣S⟩PE⟨S∣PE.

The most relevant result is that the final state is character-
ized by ⟨Sz,A⟩ = −⟨Sz,D⟩ = 0.5, i.e., maximum local spin polarization
on both D and A, leading in turn to maximum overall spin polar-
ization p = ⟨SA,z⟩ − ⟨SD,z⟩ = 1. Moreover, the charge is completely
transferred from D to A. This could appear surprising since the evo-
lution induced only by the Haberkorn reaction operators would lead
to only a 50% charge transfer from D to A, as only half of the initial
singlet population is transferred by the P̂↑ reaction operator. This
complete charge transfer and maximum polarization are due to the
fast coherent dynamics ruled by JPE, which mixes ∣ ↓↑⟩PE and ∣ ↑↓⟩PE,
thus ensuring that there is always sufficient population in the ∣ ↓↑⟩PE
state that eventually undergoes charge transfer. In order to highlight
that this effect originates exactly from JPE, we compare in Fig. 2 real-
istic simulations of Eq. (3) with JPE = −1 eV with the hypothetical
case of JPE = 0. In the latter case the evolution is dominated by the
reaction operator, which results, as anticipated, in incomplete charge
transfer and polarization (dashed lines). Conversely, the coherent
evolution in the CS stage (included in our simulations) is much
slower and hence it does not affect the charge separation reaction. As
discussed below, it plays a much more central role in recombination,
given the longer time scale of this process.

Note that our choice for the reaction operator P̂F = P̂↑
= ∣↑↑⟩⟨↑↑∣ + ∣↓↑⟩⟨↓↑∣ is only an assumption due to the so far incom-
plete understanding of the microscopic origin of CISS in PET. Other
choices are possible and can be included in Eq. (1). A reasonable
alternative would be P̂F = ∣↓↑⟩⟨↓↑∣, as proposed in Ref. 7. The main
difference introduced by this choice compared to the former would
be excluding charge separation or recombination through ⟨Sz⟩ ≠ 0
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spin states. Hence, no qualitative difference is expected for the sim-
ulations of Fig. 2, but a different dynamics could arise for initial spin
states different from the singlet.

IV. CHARGE RECOMBINATION
We now consider the backward (charge recombination) pro-

cess, described by a simplified version of Eq. 1(b),

ρ̇CS = −
i
h̵
[ĤCS, ρCS] −

kR

2
{P̂↓, ρCS}, (4)

under the assumption the CISS effect selects the opposite spin orien-
tation for the backward compared to the forward reaction through
the reaction operator P̂↓ = ∣↑↓⟩⟨↑↓∣ + ∣↓↓⟩⟨↓↓∣. As noted above, the
population of CR is simply given by the trace conservation of the
overall density matrix, while its spin state is irrelevant.

Figure 3 shows the results of numerical integration of Eq. (4),
performed with the same JCS as before, a recombination rate of
kR = 1 μs−1 and starting from the fully charge-separated initial state
ρCS(0) = ∣σ0⟩CS⟨σ0∣CS, in which ∣σ0⟩CS = (∣↓↑⟩CS + ∣↓↓⟩CS)/

√
2. This

choice for the initial state allows us to investigate the effect of spin
selectivity in charge recombination. To highlight spin selectivity
effects, we omit spin relaxation and dephasing, which, in general,
might be relevant on the studied time scale.

The most striking difference between Figs. 2 and 3 is the loss
of population from the ∣ ↓↑⟩CS state [Fig. 3(a)], which should be pre-
vented by the specific form of P̂↓. However, the spin–spin interaction
in ĤCS couples and mixes ∣ ↓↑⟩CS and ∣ ↑↓⟩CS, similarly to JPE in the
charge separation reaction. Since one of the two coupled states is
affected by the reaction operator P̂↓, this continuous mixing effec-
tively leads to a loss of population from ∣ ↓↑⟩CS and, therefore, to
Tr ρCR > 1/2 [Fig. 3(b)] and a corresponding loss of spin polariza-
tion [Fig. 3(c)]. This effect disappears if we remove JCS from the
simulations (dashed lines in Fig. 3).

We note that with the set of parameters above, this harm-
ful non-spin-selective recombination is significantly slower than kR,

FIG. 3. (a) Populations of the spin states in the CS charge transfer stage and
(b) population of recombined states as a function of time. Solid and dashed lines
are computed with JCS = 0 and JCS ≠ 0, respectively. (c) Spin polarization ⟨Sz,i⟩

computed on both sites (i = D, A) as a function of time. Solid and dashed lines
are computed with JCS = 0 and JCS ≠ 0, respectively.

and hence, it only yields a limited loss of spin polarization. Never-
theless, several parameters can improve or hinder the effectiveness
of this channel. In the specific case of Fig. 3, the small Δg = gA
− gD and slow kR are both favorable conditions for the onset of a
non-spin polarizing recombination. In order to preserve spin polar-
ization in charge recombination, we can adopt one of the following
approaches:

(1) Reducing the intensity of the spin–spin interaction JCS by
increasing the distance d between the donor and acceptor.
This directly limits the coherent spin dynamics of the CS state
but also suppresses kF and kR rates.37

(2) Increasing the energy gap between the spin states ∣ ↑↓⟩CS
and ∣ ↓↑⟩CS coupled by JCS, thus effectively suppressing
their evolution. This can be achieved by increasing the
difference between the two g-factors, as well as by intro-
ducing additional interactions in the spin Hamiltonian
(see below).

(3) Accelerating the recombination process. Indeed, unwanted
spin recombination will be less effective if charge recombi-
nation takes place in a shorter time scale than coherent spin
dynamics. Moreover, for kR ≫ JCS/h, spin selective recombi-
nation would be restored by the quantum Zeno effect, which
results in a significant slow-down of coherent evolution of
a quantum state in the presence of much faster incoherent
processes (see below).

Although the loss of spin polarization may appear as a severely
limiting factor for potential applications in quantum technologies
(e.g., reducing spin selectivity for state readout), in Sec. V, we show
that including a molecular spin qubit coupled to the acceptor spin,
can entirely suppress the detrimental effect of JCS.

Before moving to quantum computing applications, we exam-
ine an interesting aspect of these simulations, namely, the possibility
of exploring the onset of the quantum Zeno effect (QZE) by varying
the recombination rate kR. Due to QZE, continuous measurement
of a quantum system halts its coherent evolution. Analogously, QZE
appears also in the case of continuous strong coupling to a noisy
environment or in electron transfer described through Haberkorn
reaction operators, as already predicted in Ref. 33.

This mechanism was not relevant in the charge separation step
described in Sec. III, since the large JPE/h ≫ kF led to extremely
fast coherent spin dynamics. Conversely, the typically slow coher-
ent evolution induced by JCS in the CS stage opens up the possibility
of observing QZE. The impact of QZE on charge recombination is
explored in Fig. 4, where we present spin state populations and spin
polarizations on D and A as a function of kRt for both kR = 1 μs−1

and the much faster rate kR = 1 ns−1. The other parameters and the
initial state are the same as in Fig. 3. We note the onset of QZE
for large values of kR, combined with the slower coherent dynam-
ics typical of the CS stage. Indeed, the coherent evolution induced
by JCS is practically suppressed when kR ≫ JCS/h, thus avoiding the
population of the ∣ ↑↓⟩CS state and, hence, preserving spin polariza-
tion during charge recombination. This is clearly shown in Fig. 4
(right). Besides their fundamental interest to explore the QZE,
these considerations are also important for applications in quantum
technologies, where spin-selective charge transfer is important.

However, fast recombination rates are not typical for this kind
of system, in which recombination usually takes place over the
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FIG. 4. (a) Populations of the spin states in the CS charge transfer stage and (b)
population of recombined states as a function of time. Solid and dashed lines are
computed with kR = 1 μs−1 and kR = 1 ns−1, respectively. (c) Spin polarization
⟨Sz,i⟩ computed on both sites (i = D, A) as a function of time. Solid and dashed
lines are computed with kR = 1 μs−1 and kR = 1 ns−1, respectively. In all plots,
time has been multiplied by kR in the x axes, in order to keep the time window
comparable to each corresponding recombination rate.

1–10 μs time scale.20,38 Nevertheless, since charge transfer rates
are determined by the energy level structure of the system, they can
be modulated by external stimuli, such as laser pulses39 or electric
fields. The dependence of charge transfer rates on an applied electric
field has been theoretically estimated in Ref. 40 through Marcus’ the-
ory for adiabatic electron transfer, obtaining an exponential growth
of charge transfer rates with an increasing electric field. Hence, it
is reasonable to assume a swift growth of charge transfer rates over
multiple orders of magnitude, leading to effects comparable to those
simulated in Fig. 4. The capability of controlling recombination rates
is also crucial for applications in the field of quantum computing, as
expanded upon in Sec. V.

V. APPLICATIONS IN QUANTUM COMPUTING
The applications of CISS-mediated electron transfer in quan-

tum technologies proposed in Ref. 8 involve the addition of a

molecular spin qubit Q (SQ = 1/2) to the D-χ-A system. While indi-
vidual molecular spins usually need extremely low temperatures
(∼10 mK) for initialization and are extremely difficult to read, this
D-χ-A-Q hardware exploits CISS and its effectiveness at high tem-
peratures to circumvent these problems. In fact, by using resonant
microwave pulses, it is possible to transfer spin polarization from
the acceptor to the qubit, exploiting spin transitions of the system
in the CS stage. In addition, qubit state readout can be implemented
by first transferring spin polarization back from qubit to the acceptor
and then exploiting the spin-selective charge recombination through
a chiral bridge to transform the spin information initially stored in
the qubit to charge information on the donor site, much easier to
assess.

In this section, we simulate initialization, quantum gates, and
readout of a molecular qubit as proposed in Ref. 8 by numerically
solving a generalization of Eq. (1). Adapting Eq. (1) to this kind of
system only requires the inclusion of an additional spin SQ coupled
to the acceptor spin SA through exchange coupling JAQ. We report
in Fig. 5 the simulation of various quantum computing steps on the
qubit, which also involve the (controlled) charge dynamics discussed
in Secs. III and IV. The employed parameters are those used before
for the D-χ-A system; whereas for the qubit, we assume a diagonal
g tensor gQ = (2.1, 2.1, 2.3) (as typical for Cu2+ complexes, see e.g.,
Ref. 25), which resonates in the Q band at the used field B = 1.05 T,
and an isotropic exchange JAQ = −0.02 cm−1. The assumed charge
separation and recombination rates are: kF = 5 ns−1 and kR = 1 μs−1,
except for the last step in which kR exponentially grows up to
kR = 1 ns−1. Gaussian-shaped resonant pulses are used for qubit
manipulations, with peak amplitude B1 = 50 G. These parameters
were chosen keeping in mind important aspects for the perfor-
mance of the whole system. The condition (gQ − gA)μBB≫ JAQ
provides good factorization of the spin states, which is important
for the definition of sound qubit states. Moreover, the additional
energy splitting induced by JAQ on the acceptor makes coherent
evolution due to the transversal component of JCS practically inef-
fective. Hence, this D-χ-A-Q system is naturally protected from
unwanted charge recombination. For the following simulations, we
consider an initial singlet state on the photo-excited D-A system
and ⟨Sz,Q(0)⟩ = 0, i.e., negligible polarization of the qubit, as would

FIG. 5. Top: spin polarization ⟨Sz,i⟩ computed on acceptor and qubit sites (i = A, Q) as a function of time. Bottom: populations of charge transfer stages as a function of time.
The five time sections in which both plots are divided are: charge separation (I), qubit initialization (II), Ry(π) gate on the qubit (III), reverse initialization (IV), and stimulated
charge recombination (V). At the end of step V the qubit state is found in an equivalent mixture of ∣ ↓⟩Q and ∣ ↑⟩Q after complete charge recombination. The fidelity of the
whole procedure (i.e., the overlap between the target state and the actual state after simulating the time evolution) is 0.99.
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occur at room temperature. The corresponding initial state is given
by

ρPE(0) = ∣S⟩PE⟨S∣PE ⊗
∣↓⟩Q⟨↓∣Q + ∣↑⟩Q⟨↑∣Q

2
, (5)

where the last spin represents the qubit. Note that the entire
simulation works also for a mixture with thermal popula-
tions (⟨Sz,Q(0)⟩ ≠ 0) or a coherent superposition of qubit spin
states.

Results of the full simulation are reported in Fig. 5, where
⟨Sz,A(t)⟩ and ⟨Sz,Q(t)⟩ are shown in the top panel and occupancy
of the three charge transfer stages is plotted in the bottom panel as
a function of time. We now describe in more detail the five steps of
the simulation in Fig. 5, emphasizing the strengths and weaknesses
of the proposed model and architecture:

(I) Charge separation is simulated exactly as shown in Fig. 2,
leading to CISS-induced full polarization of the acceptor
within 3 ns.

(II) Qubit initialization is accomplished with two consecutive
resonant pulses addressing the spin transitions ∣ ↓↑⟩CS ⊗

∣ ↑⟩Q ↔ ∣ ↓↓⟩CS ⊗ ∣ ↑⟩Q and ∣ ↓↑⟩CS ⊗ ∣ ↓⟩Q ↔ ∣ ↓↑⟩CS ⊗ ∣ ↑⟩Q,
effectively transferring spin polarization from the acceptor to
the qubit as explained in Refs. 8 and 9. Note that during this
step, the ∣ ↓⟩A spin state of the acceptor starts being populated,
thus activating slow spin selective charge recombination, as
can be seen from the slight population variation in Fig. 5 (bot-
tom) in steps II–IV. However, this charge recombination is
very slow compared to coherent spin manipulation and does
not lead to a significant error at the end of the simulation.

(III) One qubit gate can now be implemented on the ini-
tialized qubit via resonant pulses. In Fig. 5, we show a
Ry(π) gate inverting the polarization of the qubit, obtained
with two resonant pulses between the spin states ∣ ↓↑⟩CS ⊗

∣ ↓⟩Q ↔ ∣ ↓↑⟩CS ⊗ ∣ ↑⟩Q and ∣ ↓↓⟩CS ⊗ ∣ ↓⟩Q ↔ ∣ ↓↓⟩CS ⊗ ∣ ↑⟩Q,
implemented in parallel for optimal performance.

(IV) Reverse initialization. After qubit manipulations, we swap
the qubit state with the acceptor. This can be achieved by per-
forming the two pulses of step II in reverse order. Since in
step (III) we performed a π gate on the qubit, here we obtain
inverse polarization of the acceptor spin with respect to the
initial CISS polarization.

(V) Charge recombination. Once the state of the qubit has
been swapped to the acceptor, we induce spin-selective
charge recombination to convert spin into charge and, hence,
access the former state of the qubit by measuring the final
charge on the donor. In particular, the ideal CISS effect
will only allow the ∣ ↓⟩ component of the wave-function to
recombine (through the reaction operator P̂↓). As a con-
sequence, the two states of the qubit we want to readout
(∣ ↑⟩Q or ∣ ↓⟩Q at the end of point III) will result in different
charge states of D and A—either neutral if recombination had
occurred or both still charged if recombination is blocked by
CISS. Hence, a measurement of the donor’s charge state (with
a charge detector close to D) allows us to access the former
spin state of the qubit.

Note that spontaneous recombination would require multiple
μs. Hence, in this step, we consider a fast-changing kR that exponen-
tially varies over ≈1 ns from kR = 1 μs−1 to kR = 1 ns−1, compatible
with a quick variation of an applied electric field.40 This allows us
to significantly speed-up charge recombination, thus completing it
in times much shorter than the acceptor spin relaxation and of
non-spin-selective recombination (also thanks to the quantum Zeno
effect). This is needed for the readout scheme to work properly.
Below, we discuss the implications of longer or non-spin-selective
recombination times on the effectiveness of the scheme. Final read-
out of the charge state of the donor can then be realized by a sensitive
electrometer,41 whose specific realization is beyond the scope of
these simulations.

In summary, the calculation based on realistic parameters doc-
uments an efficient readout with complete recombination and an
error less than 1%. The inclusion of dephasing effects with reason-
able T2 (a few hundred of ns on D and A, a few μs on Q) only
marginally increases this error. This approach to qubit readout can
be extended to a full tomography of the quantum state by adding
rotations on the qubit before steps IV and V. Indeed, the high
fidelity of coherent manipulation with microwave pulses ensures a
full control of the qubit in step III.

The most relevant sources of readout error can be associated
with hardware limitations in experimental charge measurement or,
more importantly, to imperfect spin selectivity in the charge trans-
fer processes, leading to <100% spin polarization. We stress that
CISS has been experimentally detected in electron transfer, produc-
ing spin polarization as large as 80%,1 and very high values have
been demonstrated in transport setups.42–45 However, values of spin
polarization way below 100% are predicted by the theoretical mech-
anism proposed in Ref. 5. Hence, the possibility of having reaction
operators that do not project on perfectly spin-polarized spin states
has to be considered. To this end, it is possible to include “imperfect
CISS effect” using the following reaction operator, defined for both
charge separation (F) and recombination (R):

P̂F,R = pCISSP̂↑,↓ + (1 − pCISS)P̂S, pCISS ∈ [0, 1], (6)

where P̂S is the reaction operator projecting on the singlet spin
state, acting as a non-spin-selective channel for charge transfer.
The spin polarization efficiency of CISS is represented by pCISS,
which is the fraction of charge transfer that takes place through the
spin-polarizing channel described by the reaction operator P̂↑,↓. Its
limiting cases are “perfect CISS effect” for pCISS = 1 and non-spin
polarizing charge transfer for pCISS = 0.

By simulating charge separation as in Sec. III and implement-
ing the reaction operator defined in Eq. (6) with pCISS = 0.9, we
obtain a maximum polarization on the acceptor ⟨Sz,A⟩ = 0.4. Hence,
the value of pCISS has a dominant impact on qubit initialization
and, consequently, on qubit manipulation and readout. Nonethe-
less, experimental evidences of CISS are very promising, and even
better performances for these systems can be predicted when tak-
ing into account further developments in determining the most
suitable molecules. In addition, the proposed scheme theoretically
compares well to molecular qubit readout alternatives, for which
efficient readout is still a major challenge to overcome.46–48
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An “imperfect CISS effect” can alternatively be modeled using
the reaction operators defined in Ref. 7 as P̂R(χ) = ∣ψ(χ)⟩⟨ψ(χ)∣,
where

∣ψ(χ)⟩ = cos (χ/2)∣S⟩ + sin (χ/2)∣T0⟩, (7)

with limiting cases χ = ±π/2, leading to 100% CISS, and χ = 0,
leading to no spin polarization. This alternative formulation yields
qualitatively analogous results for our protocol, limiting, however,
spin-selective recombination to the subspace ⟨Sz,DA⟩ = 0. Hence, in
that case, microwave pulses should be used to rotate spins of the DA
pair before inducing spin-selective recombination.

VI. CONCLUSIONS
By performing numerical simulations of both charge and spin

dynamics of D-χ-A and D-χ-A-Q systems, we show CISS to be
promising as an enabling technology for quantum applications. We
find a good performance of the simulated system for both qubit state
initialization and readout when using realistic parameters.

To achieve this, we have used a simple extension of Haberkorn
equations to treat forward and backward charge transfer in the
presence of spin selectivity. Exploiting a large external magnetic
field parallel to the chiral axis we obtain the spin state factoriza-
tion needed to preserve spin polarization over time in the charge
separated state, which would otherwise quickly oscillate under the
influence of the transverse component of spin-spin coupling in pres-
ence of a smaller field. Moreover, the coupling of the donor-acceptor
spin system to a molecular qubit induces a further quenching of the
coherent evolution responsible for non-spin-selective charge recom-
bination. In addition, the theoretical framework of Haberkorn’s
equations, given its phenomenological nature, is very flexible in
accommodating alternative forms of spin-selective reaction opera-
tors. This will allow to adapt their form once microscopic models of
CISS in electron transfer will be developed.5

Our findings on the interplay of incoherent and coherent
dynamics and the subsequent emergence of the quantum Zeno effect
are useful in quantum computing applications. In addition, they
could be relevant to rationalize experiments for the detection of
CISS in electron transfer.2 As an example, time-resolved EPR has
already been proposed4,7,9 as a key experimental tool in this field,
with some experiments already being performed on D-χ-A sys-
tems.10 Given the technique sensitivity only to the charge-separated
state and its capability to probe the spin wave function of the system
as a function of time, trEPR spectra are influenced by both charge
and spin dynamics, making our considerations in Sec. IV useful in
data interpretation.
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